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St. Croix RiverSt. Croix River

Mississippi RiverMississippi River

Minnesota RiverMinnesota River

Have our rivers always Have our rivers always 
been this way?been this way?



Yesterday’s rivers = buried valleysYesterday’s rivers = buried valleys



Metro area buried valleysMetro area buried valleys



Chains of lakes mark buried valleysChains of lakes mark buried valleys



Effect of buried valley on modern Effect of buried valley on modern 
MississippiMississippi

Widening is Widening is 
effect of buried effect of buried 
valley being valley being 
rediscoveredrediscovered



Minnesota River

What controls the What controls the 
current river current river 
location and location and 

configuration?configuration?



With each With each 
glaciationglaciation, , 

we get a new we get a new 
handhand



Rivers are filled in, Rivers are filled in, 
forced to new locationsforced to new locations

and must start the game again.and must start the game again.

NorthShore 2004

Margin of the Greenland Ice Sheet—a modern 
analog for the Rainy lobe.

Ice margin 14,000 years ago



Never Never 
glaciatedglaciated

Not Not 
recently recently 
glaciatedglaciated

Never Never 
glaciatedglaciated

Not Not 
recently recently 
glaciatedglaciated Very Very 

recently recently 
glaciatedglaciated

Recently glaciated Recently glaciated 
and flooded by and flooded by 
large lakelarge lake

This is our current hand



Illustration from Jim Miller, MGS



Lake AgassizLake Agassiz

The lake 
that started 
us on our 
present 
course.



Lowell et al., 2005



The channel was cut in a few weeks and 
occupied off and on for a few hundred 
years…

L.H. Thorleifson



Rivers respond to two main forcing factors:Rivers respond to two main forcing factors:

1. Change in water volume

2. Change in base level elevation



The cutting of glacial River Warren  The cutting of glacial River Warren  
represents a big change in the represents a big change in the 

Base LevelBase Level ElevationElevation

How far along are the rivers in How far along are the rivers in 
adjusting to this “instantaneous” adjusting to this “instantaneous” 

change of 10,000 years ago?change of 10,000 years ago?



Don’t be confused by preDon’t be confused by pre--established, iceestablished, ice--
marginal stream courses that are being reused.marginal stream courses that are being reused.



They were confined by ice, have a low They were confined by ice, have a low 
gradient, and are gravelly.gradient, and are gravelly.



They are often mined for aggregate or 
used as shallow aquifers (or both)



Some new reaches have been cut that Some new reaches have been cut that 
breach the prebreach the pre--existing stream existing stream 

courses. courses. 

Yellow Medicine

Lac Qui Parle



Yellow Medicine and Beaver CreekYellow Medicine and Beaver Creek
Less than 10 miles of these new rivers are adjusted to Less than 10 miles of these new rivers are adjusted to 

River Warren baseRiver Warren base--level lowering.level lowering.



Seven Mile Creek adjusted in lower 5 milesSeven Mile Creek adjusted in lower 5 miles
(Hwy 99 crossing)(Hwy 99 crossing)

Slide from Kevin KuehnerSlide from Kevin Kuehner



Simulation of river evolutionSimulation of river evolution

http://talc.geo.umn.edu/people/grads/hasba00http://talc.geo.umn.edu/people/grads/hasba00
2/num_sims/numerical_simulations.htm2/num_sims/numerical_simulations.htm

http://talc.geo.umn.edu/people/grads/hasba002/num_sims/numerical_simulations.htm
http://talc.geo.umn.edu/people/grads/hasba002/num_sims/numerical_simulations.htm


Streams in incised reaches can still meander Streams in incised reaches can still meander 
and adjust their gradientsand adjust their gradients



Meander bends can also intersect the old Meander bends can also intersect the old 
valley wall locallyvalley wall locally



But keep your eye on the many, firstBut keep your eye on the many, first--order order 
streams as they eat their way into the streams as they eat their way into the 

landscapelandscape



•Incision will progress upstream 

•Dendritic complexity will increase with time.

• Nick points will move as kinematic waves up 
into system.



River Warren in the metro and additional base level River Warren in the metro and additional base level 
changechange

St. Anthony Falls = nick point on Mississippi 
(the tributary)

Start of River Warren Falls

Start of St. Anthony FallsStart of St. Anthony Falls



Imagine a waterfall spanning the Mississippi in downtown St. Paul



Bridge approximates former height of fallsBridge approximates former height of falls



Evidence of retreat of fallsEvidence of retreat of falls



Retreat rate of River Warren FallsRetreat rate of River Warren Falls

Mega Beaver, 
10,320 rcbp

11,900 
birth of 
River 
Warren 
Falls

1680, Father Hennepin

Based on the work of Winchell, 1888

Mega Mall, circa 1990



Location of horseshoe falls in River Warren



St. Anthony FallsSt. Anthony Falls

Painting of the falls in 1842 by an Alexander Loemans, a rare imPainting of the falls in 1842 by an Alexander Loemans, a rare image age 

of the natural waterfall known to the Dakotaof the natural waterfall known to the Dakota



Saint Anthony Falls, 1865. Saint Anthony Falls, 1865. 
Spirit Island on the left.Spirit Island on the left.



1880’s during the 
height of lumbering 

operations.  

Logs in river 
affected retreat rate 

by battering the 
falls.



Saint Anthony Falls todaySaint Anthony Falls today

(Not going anywhere according to the Corps of Engineers)



Historic retreat ratesHistoric retreat rates



St. Anthony Falls RetreatSt. Anthony Falls Retreat

Varied with thickness of cap rockVaried with thickness of cap rock
Accelerated during loggingAccelerated during logging
Would have extinguished itself if not for the Would have extinguished itself if not for the 
Corps (out of cap rock)Corps (out of cap rock)



Tributary Falls in the MetroTributary Falls in the Metro
Star

Hidden

Start of St. Anthony Falls

Minnehaha



1840 painting of Minnehaha Falls1840 painting of Minnehaha Falls





These bluffs of glacial sediment were created in These bluffs of glacial sediment were created in 
the same way as the bedrock bluffs, at the same the same way as the bedrock bluffs, at the same 

general time.general time.



A waterfall (nick point) passed here A waterfall (nick point) passed here 
long ago.long ago.



That is not the same as saying we are That is not the same as saying we are 
having no impact on these bluff faces having no impact on these bluff faces 

with landwith land--use changes.use changes.



Recap:  Initial incision = base level Recap:  Initial incision = base level 
lowering eventlowering event



From Hudak and Hajc, 2005

Adjustments 
still underway 
everywhere in 
the watershed



Airport example

Small Small 
gullies, gullies, 
small small 
drainage drainage 
areasareas



Airport modification  required new Airport modification  required new 
retention pond.  retention pond.  



Agricultural example—dig ditch to 
drain field to river 



Agricultural example—changed rate of 
adjustment to base level 



Rate of adjustment Rate of adjustment 
dependent on dependent on 

available water to do available water to do 
the workthe work



Changing the volume of water available to do the Changing the volume of water available to do the 
work on a watershed scalework on a watershed scale



Photo of early spring floods, provided by Dave Craigmile

Simulation of pre-settlement 
conditions?



Slide courtesy of Kevin KuehnerSlide courtesy of Kevin Kuehner



Blue Earth County, Blue Earth County, 

slide from MPCAslide from MPCA



From Hudak and Hajc, 2005

Secondary effect of 
increase in rate of 

adjustment = increase 
rate of sediment 

delivery to the main 
channel

Tributary 
Fans



Hudak and Hajc, 2005

Major fans in the River Warren 
valley give us our “river 
lakes”, places for towns…
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A tributary fan gave us Lake PepinA tributary fan gave us Lake Pepin



Lake PepinLake Pepin



Chippewa DeltaChippewa Delta



Lake Pepin Delta migrationLake Pepin Delta migration



Pepin delta across St. Croix mouth (SE)Pepin delta across St. Croix mouth (SE)



Pepin Delta at Red Wing Pepin Delta at Red Wing –– still still 
advancing but at what rate?advancing but at what rate?



These rivers These rivers 
…and the …and the 

course they course they 
are on... are on... 

represent  represent  
the cards  the cards  

we’ve been we’ve been 
dealt.dealt.



We need to We need to 
understand the understand the 

rules of the rules of the 
game and the game and the 
consequences consequences 
of how we play of how we play 

this hand. this hand. 



Because we will only be 
dealt a new hand after 
the next glaciation…



Now is not a good time to be Now is not a good time to be 
counting on the next counting on the next glaciationglaciation to to 

solve your problemssolve your problems



Questions?Questions?
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